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Abstract

Abundant, cheap computing power has provided industry
with a far greater opportunity than was available one or
two decades ago to automate industrial processes and to
improve the man-machine interface. Exciting innovations
in knowledge representation methods arising from artificial
intelligence research pave the way for advanced support
systems for assisting plant operators. AECL has recognized
the importance of knowledge based system technology,
particularly expert systems, in the achievement of this
objective and also, as a strategic technology to be fully
exploited in the next generation of CANDU reactors.

Operator Companion, an expert system intended to diag-
nose plant faults and advise the operator on appropriate
restoring or corrective actions, is a major undertaking which
is receiving support within the research and engineering
groups of AECL.

Resume

Une puissance de calcul abondante et bon marche a dote
I'industrie de moyens bien superieurs a ceux disponibles
il y a une vingtaine d'annees, pour automatiser les pro-
cessus industriels et perfectionner I'interface homme-
macbine. Des innovations interessantes dans les methodes
de representation des connaissance^ 'ssues des recher-
ches sur I'intelligence artificielle, ouvrent la voie aux sys-
temes auxiliaires avances pour I'aide aux operateurs de
centrales. L'EACL a reconnu ('importance de la technologie
des systemes fondes sur les connaissances et principale-
ment les systemes experts, pour atteindre son objectif et
aussi comme technologie strategique a exploiter pleine-
ment dans la prochaine generation des reacteurs CANDU.

L'aide-operateur, systeme expert visant a diagnostiquer
les defaillances des centrales et a indiquer a I'operateur
les mesures correctives ou d'intervention qu'il doit pren-
dre, est une creation importante qu'appuient les milieux
de recherche et d'ingenierie de I'EACL.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The computer revolution of the 70's and 80's has led to an
abundance of powerful and affordable computers. On the hardware side not
only has computing power and speed increased in leaps and bounds, but the
price per Kbyte of computer memory has been on a steady decline. Software
development has undergone a similar revolution. Over the last two decades a
number of computer languages have appeared on the scene, with each new
language being simpler and easier to use. The latest developments in this
area are the so-called AI (artificial intelligence) languages and expert
system "shells", based on these languages, which facilitate the coding of
human knowledge into so-called knowledge base systems.

The availability of cheaper computing power (hardware and
software) provides industry (including the nuclear industry) a far greater
opportunity than was available one or two decades ago to automate industrial
processes and to improve the man-machine interface. Although the CANDU*
reactor has already extensively used computers for automatic plant control,
recent advances in computer technology provide further opportunities /1-3/.
Distributed control systems with data highways and knowledge base systems in
the control room are two examples. The possibility of storing knowledge and
plant information into computer programs called knowledge bases, which can
be readily accessed by plant operators has captured a lot of interest in the
nuclear industry on a global scale.

The Japanese nuclear industry has thus far shown the greatest
commitment to the development of knowledge base systems /4, 5/. This is
perhaps not surprising given the strong national commitment to the fifth
generation computer project.

Outside Japan the European (France, Belgium, Germany, and U.K.,
and the Nordic Group) are the most active in this area /6-8/. North America
appears to be lagging by about two years /9, 10/.

To assess how AI can assist plant operators, one must consider
what functions the future plant operating staff will perform. At a minimum,
even for a "fully automated" process, operators are required to monitor
plant status, maintain plant equipment, adjust inventories of plant
supplies/wastes and respond to infrequent or unanticipated events. The less
the process is automated, the greater the management function that must be
invested in the plant operator. Since the TMI-2 accident in 1979, emphasis
has been placed on operator training, emergency operating procedures (EOP)
and operator aids for crisis management. However, there is considerable
potential to apply AI to routine day to day operator functions to enhance
plant and operator reliability, increase plant availability and reduce the
stress on operating staff.

•'•'CANadian Deuterium Uranium



Considerable work has already been done on alarm diagnosis in
defining event specific EOPs. (With 6000 CRT alarm messages and 3500 pieces
of information available in a typical CANDU control room, this area has
received the most attention.) These EOPs are identified using symptoms
characteristic of selected design basis events to guide operator
reaction/response to severe plant upsets. Operator decision aids are also
required for unrecognized events, to assist in maintaining system cooling
and containment integrity.

Recent plant capacity factors for CANDU power plants are in the
range of 87-89%. There is considerable room for improvement in order to
reach a target availability of 95%/ll/. The use of diagnostic expert
systems to increase equipment productivity could readily increase plant
availability by a full percentage point (e.g., $1.5M/plant/a).

AI can assist in monitoring plant status with expert systems
providing simplified electronic operating manuals and procedures,
identification of degraded equipment, automatic fault detection and alarm
diagnosis. Additional support for activities such as in-service inspection,
fuel management and power maneuvering can also be provided.

Operator aids are currently under development for a number of
plant functions and subsystems. These aids will form a distributed
computing system and communicate with the plant operator through a code
architecture called Operator Companion /12/. Each subsystem partition
within Operator Companion consists of sensor input, a subsystem simulation
and an expert system advisor. The plant operator will have access to all
the simulation functions and a complete audit trail of the information used
by the expert system advisor in reaching decisions. This functionality
permits Operator Companion to provide operator decision support as well as
"on-line" operator training.

Within AECL, interest in knowledge base systems, for use in
nuclear plant control rooms, developed about two years ago. The generic
name coined for such systems is "Operator Companion".

This report provides a functional description of Operator
Companion, discusses the need for it and lays out a plan for its
development.



2.0 OPERATOR COMPANION - FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

2.1 Purpose of Operator Companion

Figures 1, 2 and 3 illustrate the possible progression of Operator
Companion in the control of the plant. Figure 1 represents the present
control room with no Operator Companion. A summary of the fundamentals and
principles of the operator interface as currently practiced by AECL is given
in the Appendix. Figure 2 illustrates the first stage of development where
Operator Companion is an advisor to the "real" operator; even within this
stage there would be different phases of development and implementation to
arrive at the mature advisor. Figure 3 illustrates the stage where Operator
Companion is the operator. This closes the loop on the plant
instrumentation and control systems. Even if this final state of automation
is not achievable, it could set the target for long-term development of
jlant control systems.

Operator Companion is intended to be a large computer progratn(s)
containing several large knowledge bases:

- operational knowledge base
- equipment knowledge base

diagnostic knowledge base

These interact to provide an understanding of the plant operating
states, plant degradation and appropriate operator response.

2.1.1 Operational Knowledge Base

This knowledge base would contain the complete set of operating
procedures to respond to all plant operating states, including upsets and
emergencies.

The Operator Companion system constantly scans the plant status
and when a change is detected, it consults the knowledge base, displays the
procedure appropriate to the particular situation, and highlights the first
step to be taken by the operator.

2.1.2 Equipment Knowledge Base

This knowledge base would contain a deep understanding of major
plant systems and equipment. The intent is to capture the relationship
amongst the various plant systems and the relationship of equipment and
components within systems.

When accessed, this knowledge base will assess the impact of
equipment or component failure on plant systems and on the health of the
plant.
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2.1.3 Diagnostic Knowledge Base

This knowledge base would contain a deep understanding of plant
behaviour and response to upset and emergency conditions. Such knowledge
would be used to identify faults and corrective action.

2.2 Use of Operator Companion

Figure 4 illustrates the potential operating regimes of a nuclear
power plant:

normal operation
plant upsets
plant emergencies

The automatic plant control systems already assist the operator
with many of the functions covered under normal operation. However, there
is sufficient scope for further operator assistance in this operating
regime. Although the need for operating assistance is perhaps more evident
in the other two operating regimes, the number of times those operating
regimes are encountered during the life of the plant are indeed few. This
suggests that a significant portion of Operator Companion should deal with
normal plant operation in order to realize the maximum benefit from the
development effort.

2.2.1 Normal Operation

Normal Operation covers the following operating states:
- start-up
- shutdown

full power operation
partial power operation as demanded by grid
normal testing and maintenance

2.2.2 Plant Upsets

This operating regime covers the following events:
- load rejection

simple equipment failures (pumps/valves/heat exchangers/etc.)
coolant leakages (steam generator tube leakages, valve leakages,
instrument tube leaks, etc.)

- over-pressure/over-power transients.

Normal Plant Operating Procedures are sufficient to recover the
plant from the upset condition.
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2.2.3 Plant Emergencies

This potential operating regime covers compound failures of
equipment and/or systems. The situation is normally aggravated by unalarmed
failures in plant process equipment and/or instrumentation and control
equipment.

Emergency Plant Operating Procedures are necessary to stabilize
the plant and to mitigate the effects of such failures.

2.3 Operator Companion Architecture

Figure 5 gives a simplified diagram to illustrate how Operator
Companion is intended to function. The diagram on Figure 5 can be viewed as
a system executive {the large circle) with a number of "satellites" (the
small circles) or a master" with a number of servants. The system
executive is in control and the satellites feed information to it. The
picture in Figure 5 becomes clearer if we can draw an analogy between the
system executive and the first operator and between the satellites and the
other operating staff.

The first operator in a nuclear power plant is the person
responsible for the daily operation and safety of the plant. To achieve his
mission, the first operator has, at his disposal, a number of operating
staff that can assist him. The work of these assistants is planned daily,
but generally they walk around the plant inspecting, testing and maintaining
equipment in proper working order. They are the eyes, ears and legs of the
first operator outside the control room. Unusual conditions are reported to
the first operator for assessment and action. The structure of Operator
Companion, at the conceptual level, models that observed in the plant.

Using the above analogy, it follows that the satellites in
Operator Companion are the workhorses of the system. They are the eyes and
ears of the system and are on vigil 24 hours per day. Each satellite is
responsible for one plant system and is on the alert for possible equipment
malfunctions in that system as well as for disturbances that may be
generated elsewhere in the plant. Any disturbances or malfunctions are
communicated directly to the system executive. However, the satellites are
capable of performing much more.

This is where the simple analogy breaks down because not only do
these satellites have good eyes and ears they have extremely fast and
accurate computational skills. They can keep track of system/parameter
trends and predict when acceptable limits would be exceeded. These
satellites are also expert thermalhydraulicists and can perform system
simulations to predict future trends or verify given hypotheses.



The satellites continually scan plant data and communicate with
each other as well as with the system executive. The system executive can
query the satellites on plant status just as the first operator can query
his assistants. The final assessment of plant conditions rests with the
system executive and not with the satellites.

The system executive/satellites concept for the structure of
Operator Companion allows the knowledge bases to be developed in parallel or
one at a time. This means that additional plant systems can be incorporated
into Operator Companion as time goes on, thus increasing the breadth of
coverage with minimal interfacing problems.

2.4 Fields of Expertise

Operator Companion is intended to have two types of expertise and
to operate in a proactive mode as well as a reactive mode.

2.4.1 Proactive Mode

The proactive mode of operation of Operator Companion is that
discussed in the above section. This uses the knowledge captured in the
system executive and satellites that allows the computer system to monitor
plant status and alert the operator of any significant changes as well as
advising the operator on appropriate action.

2.4.2 Reactive Mode

In the reactive mode Operator Companion can, for example, answer
"what if" questions posed by the operator. The operator may want to do
maintenance on some equipment and would like to know what effect that will
have on the safety of the plant. In addition he may want to know what
equipment becomes critical in ensuring continued safety. In other instances
the operator may want to consult Operator Companion on a proposed refuelling
strategy. The possibilities in this mode of operation are many and will not
be discussed in this report.



3.0 THE NEED FOR OPERATOR COMPANION

Why introduce an Operator Companion in the control room of a
Nuclear Power Plant?

The answer is simple:

enhanced plant availability
enhanced safety (protection of public and investment)
reduced operating costs

3.1 Enhanced Plant Availability

Operator Companion will increase plant availability through
continuous and careful monitoring of plant systems and components. Slight
changes in plant parameters outside their normal limits would cause Operator
Companion to search its knowledge bases for possible root causes. This
would allow plant operating personnel to take early action and to optimize
preventative maintenance programs. The result would be less downtime and
hence greater plant availability.

3.2 Enhanced Safety

Operator Companion will enhance plant safety in several ways:

increased vigilance
- better diagnosis capability

improved operator response time
- increased operator reliability

3.2.1 Increased Vigilance

Operator Companion will, in essence, dramatically increase the
number of eyes and ears monitoring the "health" of the plant. This ensures
that faults are diagnosed quickly and action taken before any degradation
occurs.

3.2.2 Better Diagnosis Capability

Operator Companion, with its vast knowledge base, comprised of
design and safety knowledge, as well as operating knowledge, will provide
the operator with objective and reliable fault diagnosis. This should
significantly improve the overall capability in correctly diagnosing root
causes.

3.2.3 Improved Operator Response Time

The capability of Operator Companion to make fast and reliable
diagnoses will, in effect, improve the response time of the operating staff.
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3.2.4 Increased Operator Reliability

During plant upsets the operator may face conditions which are
unfamiliar to him. Such situations could cause the operating staff to
operate under significant stress, particularly if plant conditions are
changing rapidly.

The availability of an Operator Companion, which is capable of
fast and reliable diagnosis and can provide instructions to the operating
staff, which will stabilize the plant, should reduce stress considerably.
This should lead to fewer errors in the actions required to restore the
plant to its "normal" or stable state. All of these factors working
together enhance the overall reliability of the operator. Overall
reliability covers:

reliability of making a diagnosis
- reliability of executing the right procedure

reliability of executing the procedure correctly

3.3 Reduced Operating Cost

A reduction in operating cost can result from a number of things:

fewer equipment failures by improved surveillance and optimized
preventative maintenance programs
potentially fewer operating/maintenance staff
more efficient fuel management schemes

- improved detection of defective fuel inside the reactor
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4.0 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The full development of a limited scope Operator Companion must
be approached :n a systematic and logical manner to maximize productivity
and minimize the risk of failure. A phased approach is developed.

4.1 Concept Feasibility

The first step of the phase approach is concept feasibility. The
basic question that must be answered is, do we have the tools and skills
required to do the job?

The answer is basically, yes. AECL is a leader in the area of
computer monitoring and control of nuclear power plants. The high level of
computerization in CANDU stations and the sophisticated man-machine
interface already in place, provides an excellent foundation for the
implementaion of Operator Companion.

4.1.1 Operator Companion Demo

A simple fault diagnosis system was developed using the PROLOG
computer language on an IBM-PC/12/. Although the system developed is small
and models only one of several key modules required in an Operator
Companion, it has established several facts:

the computer programming aspects are not the major challenge
- development of the knowledge base is the biggest task
- there is a large variety of software and hardware that could do

the job.

4.1.2 System Architecture

The system architecture required for Operator Companion is orders
of magnitude more complex than what was used in the above Demo. However,
systems have already been developed (open literature) with architectures as
complex as what Operator Companion requires.

The current digital control computers (DCC) have a similar
architecture consisting of a system executive and satellite representations
of each of the major systems. The primary difference is that the DCC
executes its satellites sequentially rather than in parallel.
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4.2 Selection of Software and Hardware

A number of specialized workstations, AI languages and development
tools became available at the beginning of the 1980s as an outgrowth of the
academic research into artificial intelligence. Due to market forces, these
systems are being redeployed in more traditional languages on more common
platforms. This trend is likely to continue as the information processing
industry is unlikely to embrace proprietary AI products. One of the main
reasons, aside from data access, is ease of system maintenance and
sufficient personnel to provide software/hardware support.

The most important outgrowth of AI research was the development of
efficient knowledge representation schemes and search strategies. This has
provided the capability of adding decision processing to traditional data
processing plus the ability to include objective or judgemental knowledge
into knowledge bases.

For Operator Companion prototype development, readily available PC
based products have been selected /12/. Once proof of principle has been
demonstrated, the system will be redeployed on acceptable control room
hardware in the language most suitable for the particular application. For
example, procedures knowledge bases are most readily represented using
Prolog /12/ whereas real-time system representation is most readily done
using an object-oriented program language like Smalltalk /13/.

4.3 Stages of System Development

Development of Operator Companion requires a team of domain
experts in

AI tools and programming
major systems design and analysis
reactor operations
control room design

As Operator Companion develops, continuous vetting is required by
knowledgeable control room staff to ensure that the system addresses
operator needs.

Sensor data input to Operator Companion will initially be obtained
from pre-recorded data files. A period of testing with a station simulator,
both part-task and full-scope, will be required to confirm data input
capability and operator response.
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4.3.1 Demonstration System

This system will demonstrate the architecture of the final system
by interfacing two satellites (e.g., primary heat transport system and
feedwater system) with the system executive. The focus will be on upset and
accident conditions.

4.3.2 CANDU 300 Prototype

This system will be a complete Operator Companion consisting of a
full display system, the system executive plus a satellite for each plant
system presently displayed in the control room (with the exception of the
fuelling system). It will provide broad scope fault diagnosis and off-line
"what if" capability for checking the consequences of operator action.

4.3.3. Operator Companion Mark 3

This system will be a complete Operator Companion consistent with
the advanced Mark 3 CANDU reactor. The capabilities will be similar to the
CANDU 300 Operator Companion.

4.3.4 Operator Companion Mark 4

This system will be a complete Operator Companion consistent with
the advanced Mark 4 CANDU reactor. In addition to the capabilities of
Mark 3, this system wil provide automatic prognosis of operator action as
well as having a learning capability.
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APPENDIX

Summary of the Fundamentals and Principles of the Operator
Interface as Practiced by AECL Today

AECL applies the following fundamentals and principles in its control room
operator interface.

1. OPERATOR MODEL

a) of average stature (N. American)
b) suitably trained for the job

c) good colour vision is not a requirement for Canadian operators

2. SINGLE DESIGN AUTHORITY FOR ALL CONTROL ROOM PANELS

3. STANDARD HARDWARE USED ON ALL CONTROL ROOM PANELS

Some deviation on fuelling machine panels.

4. DARK PANEL CONCEPT

Lamps on only to indicate discrepancy conditions. (The so called "dark
panel" or "display by exception" concept.)

5. STANDUP TO OPERATE PANEL DESIGN

a) above eye level window alarms
b) eye level indication
c) sloped hand level control area
d) some major systems mimicked on panel

6. COMPUTER DRIVEN COLOUR CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAY SYSTEMS AND SIMPLIFIED
FUNCTIONAL BUTTON KEYBOARDS

7. COMPUTER DATA LOGGING INSTEAD OF RECORDERS

8. SYSTEM SPECIFIC PANELS/FUNCTION SPECIFIC WORKSTATIONS

9. INDIRECT LIGHTING AND NON-GLARE PANELS AND INDICATORS

10. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

a) temperature controlled

b) clean
c) quiet
d) spacious
e) safe
f) seismic qualification for control room structural integrity but

not functionality.

11. NO MORE THAN TWO OPERATORS REQUIRED IN CONTROL ROOM TO OPERATE THE
STATION.

12. COMPUTERIZED SHUTDOWN SYSTEM DISPLAYS AND TESTING WITH OPERATOR
AUTHORIZATION.
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